Violence affected my life
by changing who I really am
it changes the way I look at life
and it had hurted me

I see violence
anywhere but most
in the streets,
where you're alone and in danger

Violence makes me feel like
at the end of the day
everyone loses
no one wins.
violence for me
is like alone in the dark
and a light all the way
at the end
and you try catching it
but you never get there.

The causes of youth violent
is because their
1967,
maybe they say that's you
they like living but
at the deep deep down
they hate it.
sometimes they alone
sometimes they don't got support
and they do what they do
The only thing I could do is

give good advice,
talk to them, and make
her feel like I'm a good friend,
and talk to them about life, and
the good and bad.